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TRINITY f lE lD REPORT EXTRASOLAR COLONIES 
GREfTlNGS COLLEAGUE - 

Humanity has been reaching for the stars for a long time. We took small steps at  first, 
exploring our own Moon and the Solar System. It wasn’t until 2106 that we finally took 
greater strides, when the teleporting Upeo wa Macho made the dream of faster-than-light 
travel a reality. Within a year, we established regular contact with China’s Centauri colony, 
Khantze Lu Ge, and made  first contact with our alien friends, the Qin. 

Many feared that we had lost our way to the stars when the Upeo vanished in 21 14. 
However, the hard work of many scientists, the assistance of the psi orders and the invalu- 
able aid of our  Q n  allies - all coordinated by the E o n  Trinity - have led us t o  the stars 
once again. In 2 1 19, the first Tesser jump engine was perfected. Initial tests were promis- 
ing. Today, the L o n  Trinity has helped construct over a dozen Leviathan-class jump ships 
that are fully online. 

As is true with any exploration, discoveries are made as soon as one  sets out. Even 
before the jump ships were ready for service, astronomers documented a vast object ap- 
proaching our Solar System a t  an incredible rate. The first true field test - to intercept this 
object - was dubiously successful. The Leviathan proved that it worked, but we all know of 
the ominous first contact made  with the Coalition “space ark.” 

Now w e  are poised to make new discoveries. We established five colonies outside our 
solar system before the Upeo disappeared. Those outposts have been lost in space for five 
years. Now that the jump ships are fully functional, they have set  out  for our orphaned 
colonies. I know that the hopes and wishes of every L o n  operative went  with them. Now 
every man, woman and child in known space holds his breath in anticipation of what our 
gallant crews will find. 

While none of the ships has returned as yet, we have received responses from each 
through an experimental means of communication. We now have initial-contact reports 
from four of our extrasolar colonies. Sadly, a technical malfunction has destroyed the con- 
tents of the message from Far Nyumba. Yet our information shows that all five ships have 
arrived a t  their destinations safely. The L o n  Trinity has decided to release s o m e  of this news 
to our operatives in the field so that we may all participate in Project: Recontact. 

We share this information t o  impress upon all of you the vital importance of our inter- 
stellar colonies. As well as offering hope for the future, these oases are essential t o  our 
efforts t o  aid and protect humanity. The resurgent Aberrant menace and the unknown pos- 
sibilities of the encroaching Coalition space ark force us t o  broaden humanity’s horizons 
beyond Earth. Our colonies and their brave pioneers offer that hope. 

Ad As tra 
Neville Archer 
Director, Neptune Division 
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Froiect: Recontact 
U c 

- preliminary re- , unless it encounters unfore- . is a Legions registry. All four 
frigates carried a mix of tech- 

This report covers the nical, medical and military 
, crews' initial reports upon ar- personnel, as well as a wide 

riving at the colonies. Ele- variety of supplies for the 
* ments have been omitted for * colonv. As the largest and 

port, Sylvia Haljey, Head 
ofjoht , q o f l ~  Opera- * 
tiont, ~~~t~~ Division 

The Mission 

seen difficulties. 
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Making the Jump: An Inside Report 
- Dika K. Rores, The f i a l  Frontier Q 2120 

GN 
Tanner Wainwright, I S M  pilot, discusses oper- 

ating a Leviathan 
As best I can tell, we pilots are the lucky ones 

-we’re too busy to get jump-sick. You put on your 
MARS suit, climb into the ARES pod and g e t  to work. 
The first step is finding the place you want to go. 
Unless you’re doing exploratory work, you already 
have what we call “psi coordinates.” I guess that 
when the Upeo and ISRA first started scanning for 
habitable systems, they made sensory impressions 
of entry points t o  those solar systems. Even though 
the teleporters are gone, we ISRAns still have those 
noetic coordinates. They’ve been plugged in the 
Tessers of each Leviathan, giving us jump points. 

So what do you do if you’re a pilot? You’ve go t  
to focus on  those coordinates, try to match them 
with your actual destination. You cast your mind out 
with the help of the pod. First, you see the way there 
in a rush of movement and a blur of sensation. It’s 
sort of like looking through a tunnel, with your des- 
tination at the other end of a long tube. We don’t 
actually see the planet we’re headed for, though; 
it’s more a sensation of just knowing that’s the right 
spot. (We come through outside of visual range 
anyway - a couple hundred thousand Itlicks off - 
so we don’t slam the planet with a psi backlash.) 

Then the Tesser kicks in. You’re headed down 
the tunnel, going way fast. The techies tell me the 
whole process is set  at that point, but all the pilots 
I’ve talked to agree - we feel like our vision is keep- 
ing the ship on course. I believe it, too. I mean, 
you’re riding subquantum waves, right? Got to make 
sure you don’t get sucked under, and the whole ship 
along with you. 

At this point, most folks on the ship feel like 
they’re dreaming or drunk, but I’rn as high as a kite. 
Sometime later, the whole thing ends. How long 
varies, even going to the same place (the techies 
haven’t figured ou t  why, but let them puzzle it out). 
I feel like I ran all the way there and everyone else 
has a hangover. I’rn left exhausted, but I don’t g e t  
sick. Even if I did, it would still be worth it. 

L SPACE 

from the UAN. All ships 
were heavily a rmed  in 
expectation of encounter- 
ing Chromatic forces. The 
ships contained a large num- 
ber of military personnel, as 
well as many psion troops. 
Medicine, spare parts, tech- 

’ nical supplies and food were 
, also carried in the hopes that 

Given the ferocity of the 
I Chromatic attacks previous to 

21 14, it was assumed that 
hostilities would continue if 

’ the station had survived. If that 
, proves true, we must decide 

if it is worth resuming a war 
’ against the Chromatics when 
t we still face the Aberrants. 
* M a e  de Ceu was dis- 

patched to Averiguas, t h e  
Nor--built training ground lo- 

Karroo survived. 
I 

x 

* 

cated in orbit around a red- 
giant star, in system S S 3 8  19. 
Two of the frigates sent were 
of Brazilian registry, one was 
commissioned by the E o n  
Trinity with a small mixed 
cadre of psions, while the last 
was a UN-registry ship with 
supplies as well as negotiators 
and relief personnel on hard. 
This colony presents the po- 
tentially touchiest political 
situation. Analysts predict that 
the Euro-American workers 
who rebelled against the Bra- 
zilian establishment and as- 
sumed command will still k 
in control five years later. We 
should have preliminary rec- 
ommendations for how t o  
proceed with the  situation 
before Mae de Ceu returns. 
Technical In for mat ion 

While it takes some time 
t o  recharge Leviathan jump 
engines after arriving at a 
destination, recent techno- 
logical advances have al- 
lowed the ships t o  remain in 
contact with Earth, even out- 
side our solar system. The 
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jump engines’ recharge time). s presentwithadatapod toguide 
Datapods are high-den- Apparently, while physi- itthrough theanstantly-chmg- 

sity biocomputers placed in- cal distance and mass mean ingenergyfluxofsubspace, so 
side spherical, one-meter-di- e little in the subquantum stra- all datapods experience some 
ameter plasteel casings. These . tum, such factors d o  make a . damage and degradation. Por- 
drones are programmed with difference to the  Tesser (and tions of each datapod message 
messages and are “jumped” * reportedly did to teleporters * received thus far have k e n  lost 
to a destination with only a = as well). The device can  0 or garbled, despite Leviathan 
fraction of the power required I) channel only so much energy crews programming redundant 
for a Tesser t o  transport an at a time compared to the files into their pods. Sending a 
entire Leviathan. A clair- e physical variables involved. living k i n g  inadatapod iscur- 
sentient pilot locks onto  a Distance seems to be  a less e rently impossible; t h e  
datapod’s desired destination. important factor, but datapod subquantum decay inflicted 
He tunes the engines so that * testing shows that the  lower e upon pods thus far would be 
they focus their energies only 
on the pod. It is thrust into the ~ the transit time. The information pre-  
flux of “subquantum space” sented in this file is the first 
(often referred to  as “sub- in two directions; there are still a sent from the extrasolar colo- 

the mass, at  least, the  faster e lethal to organic kings. 
e, 

Datapods can also work 

space”  or “psi-space”) t o  a two jump ships in our Solar nies by this means. 

--*- --- . . =THAN JUMP SHIP ANANDA >>> GN NEWS ARCHIVE 2 1 I 
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